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Abstract
Argumentative analysis of textual documents of
various nature (e.g., persuasive essays, online discussion blogs, scientific articles) allows to detect
the main argumentative components (i.e., premises
and claims) present in the text and to predict
whether these components are connected to each
other by argumentative relations (e.g., support and
attack), leading to the identification of (possibly
complex) argumentative structures. Given the importance of argument-based decision making in
medicine, in this demo paper we introduce ACTA,
a tool for automating the argumentative analysis of
clinical trials. The tool is designed to support doctors and clinicians in identifying the document(s) of
interest about a certain disease, and in analyzing the
main argumentative content and PICO elements.

1

Introduction

Argumentation is the process by which arguments are constructed, compared, evaluated in some respect, in order to establish whether any of them is warranted. In recent years,
there has been a growth of interest in the subject from formal
and technical perspectives in Computer Science, and a wide
use of argumentation technologies in practical applications,
ranging from medicine to social media content analysis. The
field of artificial argumentation [Atkinson et al., 2017] plays
an important role in Artificial Intelligence research. One of
the latest advances in artificial argumentation is the so-called
argument(ation) mining [Lippi and Torroni, 2016; Cabrio and
Villata, 2018], whose main goal is to automatically detect the
argumentative components in text and to predict the relations
holding between them. Argument mining methods have been
applied to heterogeneous types of textual documents, e.g.,
persuasive essays [Stab and Gurevych, 2017], scientific articles [Teufel et al., 2009], Wikipedia articles [Bar-Haim et
al., 2017], Web debating platforms [Habernal and Gurevych,
2017], political speeches and debates [Menini et al., 2018].
However, only few approaches [Zabkar et al., 2006; Green,
2014; Mayer et al., 2018a; Mayer et al., 2018b] focused on
automatically detecting argumentative structures from textual
documents in medicine, such as clinical trials, clinical guidelines, and Electronic Health Records.
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In this paper, we present ACTA (Argumentative Clinical
Trial Analysis), a tool designed to support clinicians in the
analysis of clinical trials. ACTA automatically analyses the
textual abstract(s) of clinical trials that the user provides,
and it detects in the text the argumentative components (i.e.,
premises and claims) together with their relations. In addition, we also include the identification of PICO elements in
the abstracts.1 ACTA returns the user with the argumentative
structure identified in the selected abstract(s), under the form
of a navigable graph whose nodes are the argumentative components. PICO and argumentation elements are highlighted in
the textual abstract with different colors.
ACTA employs argument mining methods to identify the
argumentative structure of textual clinical trial abstracts. Two
stages are crucial in the argument mining framework: (i) the
first stage is the identification of arguments within the input
natural language text. This step may be further split in two
different stages such as the detection of argument components
(e.g., claims, premises) and the further identification of their
textual boundaries. Many approaches have recently been proposed to address such task, adopting different methods like
Support Vector Machines (SVM), Naı̈ve Bayes classifiers,
and Neural Networks; (ii) the second stage consists in predicting what are the relations holding between the arguments
identified in the first stage. They are used to build the argument graphs, in which the relations connecting the retrieved
argumentative components correspond to the edges. Different
methods have been employed to address this task, from standard SVMs to Textual Entailment. In this paper, we address
the issue of predicting the existence of a link between two
argumentative components, without labeling it with a precise
relation (e.g., support, attack).
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first tool automatically analyzing textual clinical trials from the argumentative point of view, employing Natural Language Processing
(NLP) and Machine Learning methods. ACTA may be seen
as the first step of a pipeline ending with evidence-based decision making frameworks in health-care applications, as those
illustrated in [Chapman et al., 2019; Hunter and Williams,
2012; Craven et al., 2012; Longo and Hederman, 2013;
1
PICO is a framework to answer health-care related questions
in evidence-based practice. Elements comprise patients/population
(P), intervention (I), control/comparison (C) and outcome (O) information.
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Qassas et al., 2015]. The demo system of ACTA is available
at http://ns.inria.fr/acta.

2

Argumentative Clinical Trial Analysis

In this Section, we first describe the main features of the
ACTA tool, and second, we illustrate the methods we used
to set up the classification of argumentative components and
the link prediction.

2.1

ACTA Main Features

ACTA is a tool designed to ease the work of clinicians in analyzing clinical trials. It goes beyond the basic keyword-based
search in clinical trial abstracts, and it empowers the clinician
with the ability to retrieve the main claim(s) stated in the trial,
as well as the premises (or evidence) linked to this claim. As
a result, the clinician does not need to read the whole abstract, but she is provided with a structured “summary” of the
abstract under the form of a graph. More precisely, ACTA
provides clinicians with the following facilities:
Search on PubMed. PubMed2 is a free search engine accessing primarily the MEDLINE database of references and
abstracts on life sciences and biomedical topics. Given the
importance of this search engine in the health-care domain,
we included in ACTA the possibility to search for a (set of)
abstract(s) directly on the PubMed catalogue, through their
API. When the search results are shown, the user can select
one or more abstracts to address the argumentative analysis.
Argumentative analysis. As soon as the text is uploaded
or the abstract(s) is selected from the PubMed search result
list, the user can run the argumentative analysis by pressing
the analyse-button. The result is visualized to the user under
the form of an argumentative graph where the nodes are the
premises and the claims automatically detected in the abstract
together with their links. The textual content of the argumentative component is shown, when the user hovers over a node.
In addition, the full text of the abstract is shown on the right
side of the graph, where premises and claims are highlighted
with different colors.
PICO elements. In addition, given the importance of the
PICO information for the health-care domain, we automatically detect PICO elements in the text of the clinical trial.
These elements are highlighted in different colors on the
right.
Download the annotated data. The result of the argumentative analysis together with all the other information about a
study can be downloaded as a json file.

2.2

Experimental Setting and Results

For the argumentative component classification and boundary detection, we use a corpus of 500 abstracts of randomized controlled trials on neoplasm treatments annotated with
claims, premises and their connections. The relation annotations are later used for the link prediction task. The data is
split into two sets: 80% for training and 20% for testing. We
2
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treat the first step of the pipeline as a sequence tagging problem using the BIO tagging scheme, where the goal is to predict for every token if it is the Beginning, Inside or Outside
of a component. For this task, the ACTA system relies on a
pre-trained bidirectional transformer language model to encode context specific sentence tokens. The token-level representation is input into a recurrent layer, i.e., a bidirectional
Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU), with a Conditional Random
Field (CRF) layer on top of it. As a transformer architecture, we use the BERT base model [Devlin et al., 2018] with
pre-trained weights. We fine-tune the entire model with an
Adam optimizer and a learning rate of 2e-5 for three epochs.
This model achieves a f1-score of 85.2 on the test set.
The same method is applied to train the model for the
PICO element extraction. As data, we use the EBM-NLP corpus [Nye et al., 2018] with coarse labels. The model is trained
to jointly predict the participant, intervention and outcome
candidates for a given input. Dataset splits are the same as
in the original paper, with the difference that sentences containing less than 10 WordPiece [Wu et al., 2016] tokens are
ignored. Here, the f1-score on the test set is 73.4.
The prediction of the links between argumentative components is treated as a multiple choice problem, similar
to the Situations With Adversarial Generations (SWAG)
task [Zellers et al., 2018], where one has to select the correct
target sentence for a sentence-pair from a list of possible candidates. This way we could ensure that we get for each source
component at maximum one link to a target component. This
is important, since the argumentation graph we try to predict
allows one outgoing edge per node at most. For training, we
fine-tune the BERT base model with a dense layer for three
epochs with an Adam optimizer and a learning rate of 3e-5,
resulting in a f1-score of 79.4.

3

Concluding Remarks

This paper presents ACTA, a tool for automatically analyzing
clinical trial abstracts from the argumentative point of view,
highlighting also PICO items. To the best of our knowledge,
the combination of these two elements is a unique feature
of ACTA. Alas, several activities are ongoing to improve the
system. First, we are integrating an active learning module so
that we can capture the feedback of clinicians on the classification of argumentative components and link prediction, and
employ it to improve the results. Second, we will improve the
classification of argumentative components in order to generalize better on different diseases, and improve the way we
handle clinical abbreviations. Third, we will also include the
labels over the links (attack, support) and take links between
different studies into account to fully model relation classification. Finally, we plan to add RobotReviewer [Marshall et
al., 2015] to cover the evaluation of the risk of bias of studies.
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